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Previous studies have shown that the Eurasian avian-like H1N1 (EA H1N1) swine
influenza viruses circulated widely in pigs around the world and formed multiple geno-
types by acquiring non-hemagglutinin and neuraminidase segments derived from other
swine influenza viruses. Swine influenza control is not a priority for the pig industry in
many countries, and it is worrisome that some strains may become more pathogenic
and/or transmissible during their circulation in nature. Our routine surveillance indi-
cated that the EA H1N1 viruses obtained different internal genes from different swine
influenza viruses and formed various new genotypes. In this study, we found that a natu-
rally isolated swine influenza reassortant, A/swine/Liaoning/265/2017 (LN265), a repre-
sentative strain of one of the predominant genotypes in recent years, is lethal in mice and
transmissible in ferrets. LN265 contains the hemagglutinin, neuraminidase, and matrix
of the EA H1N1 virus; the basic polymerase 2, basic polymerase 1, acidic polymerase
(PA), and nucleoprotein of the 2009 H1N1 pandemic virus; and the nonstructural pro-
tein of the North American triple-reassortment H1N2 virus. By generating and testing a
series of reassortants and mutants, we found that four gradually accumulated mutations
in PA are responsible for the increased pathogenicity and transmissibility of LN265. We
further revealed that these mutations increase the messenger RNA transcription of viral
proteins by enhancing the endonuclease cleavage activity and viral RNA–binding ability
of the PA protein. Our study demonstrates that EA H1N1 swine influenza virus became
pathogenic and transmissible in ferrets by acquiring key mutations in PA and provides
important insights for monitoring field strains with pandemic potential.
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Influenza A viruses continue to challenge human and animal health. The genome of the
influenza virus consists of eight single-strand RNA fragments, including basic polymerase
1 (PB1), basic polymerase 2 (PB2), acidic polymerase (PA), hemagglutinin (HA), nucle-
oprotein (NP), neuraminidase (NA), matrix (M), and nonstructural protein (NS). This
segmented genome allows gene reassortment when different viruses infect the same host
cell. Influenza viruses constantly evolve and generate new strains by acquiring mutations
and through genetic reassortment. Certain mutations or gene constellations increase the
pathogenicity and/or transmissibility of influenza viruses, and such strains may cause
severe disease or an influenza pandemic if they jump to naïve humans (1–4). The
H1N1, H2N2, and H3N2 subtypes of influenza viruses containing certain gene seg-
ments or the entire genome of animal influenza viruses caused influenza pandemics in
1918, 1957, 1968, and 2009 (5, 6). In recent decades, the H5N1, H5N6, H7N7, and
H7N9 subtypes of avian influenza viruses have caused severe disease outbreaks in domes-
tic poultry in various countries (7–10). These avian influenza viruses have also caused
more than 2,000 human cases of infection, with mortality rates for the H5 and H7N9
human cases of more than 50% and 39%, respectively (11–13). These facts emphasize
the threat to human health posed by animal influenza viruses and the importance of
carefully monitoring and analyzing field strains for their pandemic potential.
Pigs have been considered as intermediate hosts for the generation of pandemic influenza

viruses, since both avian and human influenza viruses can replicate in swine airway epithelial
cells (14, 15). Two lineages of H1N1 swine influenza viruses––classical H1N1 viruses and
Eurasian avian-like H1N1 (EA H1N1) viruses––have been circulating in pigs since 1918
and 1979, respectively (14, 16). The HA genes of the classical H1N1 viruses and EA
H1N1 viruses evolved into different clades and subclades, and the HA genes of the EA
H1N1 viruses detected in China belong to the clade 1C.2.3 (17). The classical H1N1
viruses bearing the clade 1A.3.3.2 HA emerged in humans as a reassortant (2009/H1N1)
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and caused the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic (5, 18). Influenza
virus easily undergoes reassortment in nature, and viruses bearing a
similar HA gene may have different NA and internal genes; in this
article, we call any H1N1 virus bearing the clade 1C.2.3 HA of
EA H1N1 virus origin an “EA H1N1 virus.” Studies indicate that
2009/H1N1 virus possesses HA, NP, and NS genes of classical
H1N1 virus origin; PB2 and PA genes of North American avian
virus origin; a PB1 gene of human H3N2 virus origin; and NA
and M genes of EA H1N1 virus origin (1, 5). It then obtained key
mutations in its HA and PB2 genes that promoted its transmissi-
bility (19). The EA H1N1 swine influenza viruses have been
detected in pigs in many Eurasian countries (20) and have caused
multiple human infections throughout Europe and China
(21–31), including two fatal cases (22, 29).
We previously reported that the EA H1N1 swine influenza

viruses were predominant in pigs in China, and some of them
can transmit in ferrets via respiratory droplets; they can also
replicate efficiently in mice, although they are not highly lethal
in this animal (3). Our subsequent surveillance indicated that
the EA H1N1 viruses obtained different internal genes from
different swine influenza viruses and formed different new gen-
otypes (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). Viruses of genotype 4 (G5 in
Sun et al. [4]), which contain HA, NA, and M from EA H1N1
virus; PB2, PB1, PA, and NP from 2009/H1N1 virus; and NS
from North American triple-reassortment H1N2 virus, and
genotype 5 (G4 in Sun et al. [4]), which contain HA and NA
from EA H1N1 virus; PB2, PB1, PA, NP, and M from 2009/
H1N1 virus; and NS from North American triple-reassortment
H1N2 virus, dominate in pigs in China, accounting for 42.6%
and 53.6%, respectively, of the total EA H1N1 viruses that we
isolated from pigs between 2013 and 2019 (SI Appendix, Fig.
S1). Sun et al. reported that certain EA H1N1 reassortants
caused severe disease in pigs (4), implying that some EA H1N1
reassortants may have become more pathogenic to mammals.
In the present study, we selected two viruses as model strains
and explored the underlying mechanism that makes the EA
H1N1 swine influenza virus pathogenic and transmissible in
ferrets. We found that gradually accumulated mutations in PA
have increased the pathogenicity of EA H1N1 virus in mice
and ferrets and that these mutations play a key role in the effi-
cient transmission of the virus in ferrets. Moreover, we revealed
the molecular mechanism of PA’s contribution to pathogenic-
ity. Our study provides important information for monitoring
field strains with pandemic potential.

Results

Replication and pathogenicity of two EA H1N1 swine influenza
viruses in mice. A/swine/Guizhou/828/2016 (H1N1) (GZ828)
and A/swine/Liaoning/265/2017 (H1N1) (LN265) are H1N1
viruses that we isolated from pigs during our routine surveil-
lance. Sequence analysis showed that these two viruses have
similar genomic components with their HA, NA, and M genes
from EA H1N1 viruses; PB2, PB1, PA, and NP genes from
2009/H1N1 viruses; and NS genes from triple-reassortment
H1N2 viruses (genotype 4, shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S1) (the
sequence data have been deposited in the Global Initiative
on Sharing Avian Influenza Data; the accession numbers are
EPI1987738—EPI1987753). These two viruses share the same
gene constellation with the G5 viruses reported by Sun et al.
(4) and the G2 viruses reported by H. Li et al. (32). To evalu-
ate the replication of these two viruses in mammals, groups of
three BALB/c mice were intranasally (i.n.) inoculated with 106.0

50% egg infectious dose (EID50) of each virus. Mice were

euthanized on day 3 postinfection (p.i.), and their nasal turbi-
nate, lungs, spleen, kidneys, and brain were collected for virus
titration. Replication of GZ828 was detected in the nasal turbi-
nates and lungs of mice, whereas LN265 was detected in the tur-
binates, lungs, spleen, and brain, with titers significantly higher
than those in the GZ828-inoculated mice (Fig. 1A). To assess
pathogenicity, groups of six mice were i.n. inoculated with
102.0 to 106.0 EID50 of virus and were monitored daily for
2 wk. The 50% mouse lethal dose (MLD50) values of GZ828
and LN265 were 5.5 log10EID50 and 2.5 log10EID50, respec-
tively (Fig. 1 B and C). These results indicate that LN265 rep-
licates much more efficiently and is 1,000-fold more lethal
than GZ828 in mice.

The PA gene plays a major role in the difference in pathogenicity
between the GZ828 and LN265 viruses in mice. To identify
which gene contributes to the pathogenicity difference between
these two viruses in mice, we established reverse genetic systems
for the GZ828 and LN265 viruses as described previously
(33). We then rescued the two wild-type viruses (designated
rGZ828 and rLN265), and eight single-gene reassortants using
LN265 as the backbone. These reassortants were designated as
rLN265-GZ828PB2, rLN265-GZ828PB1, rLN265-GZ828PA,
rLN265-GZ828HA, rLN265-GZ828NP, rLN265-GZ828NA,
rLN265-GZ828M, and rLN265-GZ828NS, respectively. The
replication and MLD50 values of these 10 viruses were evaluated
in mice. We found that the replication and pathogenicity of
rGZ828 and rLN265 were similar to their wild-type parental
viruses (SI Appendix, Fig. S2 and Fig. 1 D–F). Seven reassortants––
rLN265-GZ828PB2, rLN265-GZ828PB1, rLN265-GZ828HA,
rLN265-GZ828NP, rLN265-GZ828NA, rLN265-GZ828M, and
rLN265-GZ828NS––replicated in mice with titers in nasal turbi-
nates and lungs similar to those of rLN265-inoculated mice (SI
Appendix, Fig. S2); their MLD50 values ranged from 2.0
log10EID50 to 2.8 log10 EID50 (Fig. 1F). However, the replica-
tion titers of rLN265-GZ828PA in the nasal turbinates and
lungs of mice were significantly lower than those of rLN265-
inoculated mice (Fig. 1D), and the pathogenicity of rLN265-
GZ828PA was attenuated 10,000-fold compared with rLN265
in mice (MLD50: 6.5 log10EID50 versus 2.5 log10EID50) (Fig.
1F). These results indicate that the PA gene is the major contrib-
utor to the pathogenicity of LN265 in mice and is required to
maintain the lethality of LN265 in mice. To investigate which
gene of LN265 would increase the pathogenicity of GZ828, we
generated eight single-gene reassortants using GZ828 as the back-
bone and tested them in mice. We found that the replication titers
of rGZ828-LN265PA in the nasal turbinates and lungs of mice
were significantly higher than those of rGZ828-inoculated mice
(Fig. 1E), and the replication titers of rGZ828-LN265HA in the
nasal turbinates and lungs of mice were significantly lower than
those of rGZ828-inoculated mice. The other six single-gene reassor-
tants replicated in mice similarly to the rGZ828 (SI Appendix, Fig.
S3A). The pathogenicity of rGZ828-LN265PA was enhanced
1,000-fold compared with rGZ828 in mice (MLD50: 2.5
log10EID50 versus 5.5 log10EID50) (Fig. 1F), whereas the MLD50

values of the other seven single-gene reassortants ranged from 5.5
log10EID50 to 6.5 log10EID50 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3B).

The PA gene of LN265 significantly increases the polymerase
activity of GZ828. The activity of the influenza virus ribonu-
cleoprotein (vRNP) complex, which contains the PB2, PB1,
PA, and NP proteins, is important for virus replication and
pathogenicity. To investigate whether the difference in patho-
genicity between LN265 and GZ828 is associated with the
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polymerase activity of their vRNP complex, we compared the
polymerase activity of their vRNP complex using a minige-
nome assay in human embryonic kidney 293T (HEK293T)
cells, as previously described (34). We found that the polymer-
ase activity of the vRNP complex of LN265 was 15.25-fold
greater than that of GZ828 (Fig. 2A). We then replaced the
PB2, PB1, PA, and NP of the vRNP complex of LN265 indi-
vidually with the respective proteins of GZ828 and investigated
the polymerase activity of the hybrid vRNP complex. We
found that the polymerase activity of the hybrid vRNP complex
bearing the PB2, PB1, PA, or NP of GZ828 was 116.0%,
56.3%, 5.8%, and 52.6% of that of LN265, respectively. All of
these changes were statistically significant, but only the poly-
merase activity of the hybrid vRNP complex bearing the PA of
GZ828 was reduced to a level similar to that of GZ828 (Fig.
2A). The polymerase activity of the hybrid vRNP complex
bearing the PB2, PB1, PA, or NP of LN265 was 48.7%,
50.1%, 1,510.0%, and 54.7% of that of GZ828, respectively,
indicating that the introduction of the PA of LN265 dramati-
cally increased the polymerase activity of the vRNP of GZ828
to a level similar to that of the vRNP of LN265, whereas the
introduction of the PB2, PB1, or NP of LN265 could signi-
ficantly reduce the polymerase activity of GZ828 (Fig. 2A).
These results indicate that PA contributes to the difference in
the polymerase activity of the GZ828 and LN265 viruses.

Four amino acids in PA collectively contribute to the
difference in the polymerase activity of the vRNP of GZ828
and LN265. The GZ828 and LN265 viruses differ by 13 amino
acids in their PA (Fig. 2B). To identify the residue(s) in PA

that may affect polymerase activity, we generated four GZ828/
LN265 PA chimeras—chimera 1 (C1), chimera 2 (C2), chi-
mera 3 (C3), and chimera 4 (C4)—and tested the polymerase
activity of vRNPs containing each of these PA chimeras and
the PB2, PB1, and NP of GZ828. The polymerase activity of
the vRNP complex bearing C1 (which contains the N-terminal
331 residues of LN265PA), C3 (which contains the C-terminal
97 residues of LN265PA), and C4 (which contains both the
N-terminal 331 residues and the C-terminal 97 residues of
LN265PA) was significantly higher than that of GZ828 (Fig.
2C), whereas the polymerase activity of vRNP bearing C2
(which contains residues 332–618 of LN265PA) was similar to
that of GZ828 (Fig. 2C). These results indicate that the
N-terminal 331 residues and C-terminal 97 residues of the PA
of LN265 are important for the high polymerase activity of the
vRNP of LN265.

The N-terminal 331 residues and C-terminal 97 residues of
GZ828 and LN265 differed by eight amino acids at positions
100, 120, 228, 256, 321, 330, 639, and 643 (Fig. 2B). To find
out which amino acid contributes to polymerase activity, we
generated eight substitutions in the PA of GZ828—GZ828PA-
V100I, GZ828PA-V120I, GZ828PA-S228N, GZ828PA-Q256K,
GZ828PA-N321K, GZ828PA-I330V, GZ828PA-A639T, and
GZ828PA-R643K—and tested the polymerase activity of the
vRNPs bearing each of these PA mutants and the PB2, PB1,
and NP of GZ828 in HEK293T cells. We found that five substi-
tutions in PA—V100I, V120I, N321K, I330V, and A639T—
increased the polymerase activity by 1.73- to 4.16-fold, whereas
the other three substitutions (i.e., S228N, Q256K, and R643K)
did not alter the polymerase activity (SI Appendix, Table S1).

Fig. 1. Replication and pathogenicity of GZ828, LN265, and their reassortants in mice. (A) Viral titers in organs of mice infected with 106.0 EID50 of GZ828 or
LN265. The organs were collected on day 3 p.i. and titrated in eggs. The data shown are means ± SD. (B and C) The MLD50 and death patterns of GZ828 and
LN265. Groups of six mice were inoculated intranasally with the indicated doses of GZ828 (B) or LN265 (C) and monitored for survival for 14 d. (D and E) Viral
titers in organs of mice infected with 106.0 EID50 of the indicated virus. The organs were collected on day 3 p.i. and titrated in eggs. The data shown are means ±
SD. (F) The MLD50 values of the rescued rGZ828 and rLN265 and their reassortants. Viral titers in organs and death patterns of reassortants are shown in
SI Appendix, Figs. S2 and S3. The dashed horizontal lines in panels A, D, and E indicate the lower limit of virus detection. A, P < 0.05 and B, P < 0.01 compared
with the corresponding value of the LN265-(A), rLN265-(D), or rGZ828-(E) infected mice. P values were calculated by using a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t test.
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These results indicate that single mutations in the PA protein
have a limited effect on polymerase activity. We therefore gener-
ated 26 mutants of GZ828PA covering all of the possible muta-
tion combinations of V100I, V120I, N321K, I330V, and
A639T and tested their contribution to the polymerase activity
(SI Appendix, Table S1). We found that the polymerase activity
of vRNP containing PA bearing four substitutions (V100I,
N321K, I330V, and A639T) (designated G/PA-mut) was
14.97-fold higher than that of GZ828 and was similar to that of
the vRNP of LN265PA (Fig. 2C), whereas the polymerase activ-
ity of the vRNP containing PA with the other 25 mutation com-
binations was 2.3- to 13.4-fold higher than that of GZ828 (SI
Appendix, Table S1). To investigate whether reverse mutation of
these four amino acids could reduce the polymerase activity of
the vRNP of LN265, we introduced I100V, K321N, V330I, and
T639A into the PA of LN265 (designated L/PA-mut). We found
that the polymerase activity of the vRNP of LN265 that con-
tained L/PA-mut was 16.1-fold lower than that of LN265 (Fig.
2C and SI Appendix, Table S1). These results indicate that the
four amino acids at positions 100, 321, 330, and 639 in PA syn-
ergistically affect the polymerase activity of GZ828 and LN265.

Four amino acids in PA collectively contribute to the difference
in the pathogenicity of GZ828 and LN265 in mice. To further
investigate whether these four mutations in PA contribute to

the pathogenicity difference between GZ828 and LN265, we
generated five mutants of LN265 by introducing the mutations
I100V, K321N, V330I, and T639A into its PA, both indi-
vidually and all four together; these mutants were designated
rLN265-PA/I100V, rLN265-PA/K321N, rLN265-PA/V330I,
rLN265-PA/T639A, and rLN265-PA/mut, respectively. We also
generated five mutants of GZ828 by introducing the mutations
V100I, N321K, I330V, and A639T into its PA, both indi-
vidually and all four together; these mutants were designated
rGZ828-PA/V100I, rGZ828-PA/N321K, rGZ828-PA/I330V,
rGZ828-PA/A639T, and rGZ828-PA/mut, respectively. The
replication and pathogenicity of the mutants were evaluated in
mice. We found that the viral titers in the nasal turbinates
and/or lungs of mice inoculated with the mutants rLN265-PA/
I100V, rLN265-PA/K321N, rLN265-PA/V330I, rLN265-PA/
T639A, or rLN265-PA/mut were significantly lower than those
in rLN265-inoculated mice (Fig. 3A), and the viral titers in the
nasal turbinates and lungs of mice inoculated with the mutants
rGZ828-PA/V100I, rGZ828-PA/N321K, rGZ828-PA/I330V,
rGZ828-PA/A639T, or rGZ828-PA/mut were significantly higher
than those in rGZ828-inoculated mice (Fig. 3B). According to
the MLD50 values, the pathogenicity of rLN265-PA/I100V,
rLN265-PA/K321N, rLN265-PA/V330I, rLN265-PA/T639A,
and rLN265-PA/mut was attenuated by 100-fold, 16-fold,
10-fold, 63-fold, and 7,943-fold, respectively, compared with

Fig. 2. The gene and key amino acids that contribute to the difference in the polymerase activity of GZ828 and LN265. (A) Polymerase activity of the vRNP
complex of GZ828, LN265, and their eight single-gene–segment hybrids. Values shown are means ± SD of three independent experiments and are standard-
ized to those of GZ828. The chart below shows the parent virus origin of the vRNP complex. Segments derived from GZ828 and those derived from LN265
are denoted by G and L, respectively. (B) The amino acid differences between the PA protein of GZ828 and LN265 are shown as single letters with their posi-
tions numbered at the top, and the mutated amino acids are shown in boldface italic type. Four chimeric PA proteins (C1 to C4) bear different parts of the
PA of GZ828 and LN265 as indicated. G/PA-mut is the PA of GZ828 bearing the four indicated mutations, and L/PA-mut is the PA of LN265 bearing the four
indicated mutations. Amino acid abbreviations: I, Ile; K, Lys; V, Val; T, Thr; N, Asn; A, Ala; S, Ser; H, His; R, Arg; Q, Gln; G, Gly. (C) Polymerase activity of the
vRNP complex of GZ828, LN265, and their PA chimeras or mutants. Data shown in panels A and C are means ± SD of three independent experiments. a, P <
0.001 compared with the values of the vRNP of LN265; b, P < 0.05; c, P < 0.001 compared with the values of the vRNP of GZ828. P values were calculated by
using a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t test.
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that of rLN265 (Fig. 3C and SI Appendix, Fig. S4), and the path-
ogenicity of rGZ828-PA/V100I, rGZ828-PA/N321K, rGZ828-
PA/I330V, rGZ828-PA/A639T, and rGZ828-PA/mut was enhanced
by 79-fold, 16-fold, 5-fold, 32-fold, and 1,000-fold, respectively,
compared with that of rGZ828 (Fig. 3D and SI Appendix, Fig.
S4). Pathological studies were performed on lung samples from
mice that were infected with rLN265, rLN265-PA/mut, rGZ828,
or rGZ828-PA/mut. The lungs of the rLN265-infected mice and
rGZ828-PA/mut–infected mice showed severe bronchopneumo-
nia and interstitial pneumonia (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 A and G);
viral antigen-positive signals were detected in the epithelial cells of
the bronchus and macrophages, and also in the alveolar epithelial
cells (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 B and H). In contrast, the lungs of the
rLN265-PA/mut–infected mice and the rGZ828-infected mice
showed mild inflammation (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 C and E), and
viral antigen-positive signals were mainly detected in the epithelial
cells of the bronchus and macrophages (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 D
and F). These studies demonstrate that these four amino acids
in PA collectively contribute to the difference in pathogenicity
between GZ828 and LN265 in mice.

The four amino acids (100I, 330V, 321K, and 639T) in PA play a
key role in the transmissibility of rLN265 and rGZ828-PA/mut
in ferrets. Efficient transmission via respiratory droplets is one of
the prerequisites for a respiratory virus to cause a pandemic, and
ferrets have been widely used as a model animal for evaluating the
transmissibility of respiratory viruses, including influenza viruses
and coronaviruses (35–37). To investigate whether the four amino
acids in PA identified above affect transmissibility, we tested the
replication and respiratory droplet transmission of rLN265,
rGZ828, rLN265-PA/mut, and rGZ828-PA/mut in ferrets.
The ferrets were euthanized on day 4 after infection with

106.0 EID50 of the test virus, and their organs were collected
for virus titration in eggs. Pathological studies were also per-
formed on the lung samples. Macroscopic lesions in the lungs
and focal dark red consolidations were observed in the lobes of

ferrets inoculated with rLN265 or rGZ828-PA/mut (Fig. 4 A
and D) but not in the lungs of ferrets inoculated with rGZ828
or rLN265-PA/mut (Fig. 4 B and C). The lungs of the
rLN265-infected ferrets and rGZ828-PA/mut–infected ferrets
showed severe bronchopneumonia (Fig. 4 E and H), whereas
mild inflammation was observed in the lungs of the rGZ828-
infected ferrets and rLN265-PA/mut–infected ferrets (Fig. 4 F
and G). Viral antigen was detected in lung samples of animals
infected with any of the four viruses, and we did not see any
clear difference in tissue tropism (Fig. 4 I–L).

Ferret organs were also collected for virus titration in embryo-
nated eggs. The rLN265 and rGZ828-PA/mut viruses were
found to replicate to similar levels in the nasal turbinate, soft pal-
ate, tonsil, trachea, and all of the lung lobes tested (Fig. 5 A and
D); although rGZ828 and rLN265-PA/mut also replicated well
in the nasal turbinate, soft palate, tonsil, and trachea of ferrets,
they were not detected in some of the ferret lung lobes (Fig. 5 B
and C). The rGZ828 and rGZ828-PA/mut were not detected
in the brain of any ferret (Fig. 5 C and D), but rLN265 and
rLN265-PA/mut viruses were detected in the brain of one ferret
(Fig. 5 A and B). We speculate that rLN265 and rLN265-PA/
mut may have entered the brain through the olfactory bulbs,
because high viral titers were detected in the nasal turbinates of
the ferrets infected with these two viruses (Fig. 5 A and B).

To test the transmission of these viruses, groups of three fer-
rets, housed separately in solid stainless-steel cages within an
isolator, were inoculated with 106.0 EID50 of test virus.
Twenty-four hours later, three naïve ferrets were placed in adja-
cent cages as exposed animals. We collected nasal washes from
the inoculated ferrets on days 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 p.i. and from
the exposed ferrets on days 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and 13 postexpo-
sure (p.e.) for detection of virus shedding. The body weight of
each ferret was recorded after the sample was collected each
time, and serum samples were collected from all animals on
day 21 p.i. for HA inhibition antibody detection. Virus was
detected from the nasal washes of all three animals that were

Fig. 3. Replication and pathogenicity of rGZ828, rLN265, and their PA mutants in mice. (A, B) Viral titers in organs of mice infected with 106.0 EID50 of the indi-
cated virus. The organs were collected on day 3 p.i. and titrated in eggs. The data shown are means ± SD. a, P < 0.05; b, P < 0.01; and c, P < 0.001 compared with
the corresponding value of the rLN265- (A) or rGZ828-infected mice (B). (C) The MLD50 of rLN265 and its PA mutants. (D) The MLD50 of rGZ828 and its PA mutants.
The amino acid differences in PA between LN265 and GZ828 are shown as single letters with the positions numbered at the top in panels C and D. The mutated
amino acids were highlighted. Amino acid abbreviations: I, Ile; K, Lys; V, Val; T, Thr; N, Asn; A, Ala.
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directly inoculated with any of the four viruses (Fig. 5 E–H);
virus was detected from the nasal washes of one ferret that was
exposed to the rLN265-PA/mut–inoculated animals, two ferrets
that were exposed to rGZ828-PA/mut–inoculated animals, and
all three ferrets that were exposed to the rLN265-inoculated
animals; virus was not detected from the nasal washes of any
ferret that was exposed to the rGZ828-inoculated animals
(Fig. 5 E–H). All of the inoculated ferrets, the rLN265- and
the rGZ828-PA/mut–exposed ferrets, and one of the three
rLN265-PA/mut–exposed ferrets seroconverted (Fig. 5 I, J, and
L), but none of the rGZ828-exposed ferrets seroconverted (Fig.
5K). The ferrets infected with rLN265 experienced a loss of up
to 19% of their body weight (Fig. 5M), whereas the ferrets
infected with rLN265-PA/mut, rGZ828, and rGZ828-PA/mut
lost less than 10% of their body weight (Fig. 5 N–P). These
results indicate that the four amino acids 100I, 321K, 330V,
and 639T in PA are critical for the pathogenicity and efficient
transmission of LN265 in ferrets, and the substitution of these
four amino acids with 100V, 321N, 330I, and 639A in PA
reduces the transmissibility of LN265 in ferrets. Introducing
these four mutations in PA of GZ828 increases the transmissi-
bility of GZ828 in ferrets; however, the kinetics of transmission
of rGZ828-PA/mut differs from those of rLN265.

The four amino acid substitutions in PA affect the transcription
of viral proteins. During influenza virus replication, both com-
plementary RNA (cRNA) and messenger RNA (mRNA) are
synthesized from the viral RNA (vRNA) templates. The cRNAs
serve as templates for vRNA replication, whereas the mRNAs
guide the synthesis of viral proteins. As a component of the
vRNP complex, PA is involved in the process of vRNA replica-
tion and mRNA transcription. Which step is affected by the
four amino acid substitutions in PA? To answer this question,
we constructed a vRNA-encoding plasmid, pPolI-vRNA, con-
taining the full-length sequence of the luciferase reporter gene
with the upstream 50 noncoding sequence and the downstream
30 noncoding sequence of the NP gene (Fig. 6A). HEK293T
cells were cotransfected with pPolI-vRNA and pCAGGS-
GZ828PB2, pCAGGS-GZ828PB1, pCAGGS-GZ828NP, and
pCAGGS-GZ828PA or pCAGGS-G/PA-mut. Cell lysates were
collected at 6 h, 12 h, and 24 h posttransfection (hpt), respec-
tively, and the cRNA, vRNA, and mRNA levels of the lucifer-
ase gene were quantified using qRT-PCR. No significant
difference was detected in the cRNA and vRNA levels between
the two groups (Fig. 6 B and C), whereas the mRNA level in
the cells transfected with plasmids containing pCAGGS-G/
PA-mut was 1.6-, 13.1-, and 48.2-fold higher than that in the

Fig. 4. Lung lesions caused by rLN265, rGZ828, and their PA mutants in ferrets. (A) Macroscopic lesions observed in the lungs of an rLN265-inoculated
ferret. The caudal lobes failed to collapse and are mottled with a number of dark-red, edematous, swollen patches. (B) Macroscopic lesions observed in the
lungs of an rLN265-PA/mut–inoculated ferret. Small areas of dark-red discoloration can be seen in the right cranial and caudal lobes. (C) No obvious macro-
scopic lesions observed in the lungs of an rGZ828-inoculated ferret. (D) Macroscopic lesions observed in the lungs of an rGZ828-PA/mut–inoculated ferret.
Areas of dark-red discoloration can be seen in the left cranial and right caudal lobes. (E) The lungs of ferrets inoculated with rLN265 virus show severe path-
ological lesions. Most of the alveoli are dilated and filled with eosinophilic serous exudates with macrophages. Pneumocyte proliferation and mild alveolar
wall capillary congestion are also visible. (F and G) Only mild histopathological changes in the lungs of rLN265-PA/mut– and rGZ828-inoculated ferrets.
(H) Alveolar epithelial hyperplasia accompanied by numerous inflammatory cell infiltrates resulted in considerable alveolar diaphragm widening in the lungs
of an rGZ828-PA/mut–inoculated ferret. Viral antigen (arrow) was detected in the epithelial cells of the bronchus by means of immunohistochemical staining
in the lungs of rLN265-inoculated ferrets (I), rLN265-PA/mut–inoculated ferrets (J), and rGZ828-PA/mut–inoculated ferrets (L). Viral antigen (arrow) was
detected in the glands of the lungs of rGZ828-inoculated ferrets (K) (Scale bar, [E–H], 200 μm. Scale bar, [I–L], 100 μm).
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cells transfected with plasmids containing pCAGGS-GZ828PA at
6, 12, and 24 hpt, respectively (Fig. 6D). When we performed
similar experiments using the plasmids pCAGGS-LN265PB2,
pCAGGS-LN265PB1, pCAGGS-LN265NP, and pCAGGS-
LN265PA or pCAGGS-L/PA-mut, we found that the mRNA level
in the cells transfected with plasmids containing pCAGGS-L/PA-mut
was 1.46-, 9.17-, and 38.5-fold lower than that in the cells trans-
fected with plasmids containing pCAGGS-LN265PA at 6, 12,
and 24 hpt, respectively, but no significant difference was
detected in the cRNA and vRNA levels between the two groups
(Fig. 6 F, G, H). We also measured the reporter gene expression
levels in these cells and found that the luciferase activity in the
cells transfected with plasmids containing pCAGGS-G/PA-mut
was 4.8-fold and 15.7-fold higher than that in cells trans-
fected with plasmids containing pCAGGS-GZ828PA at 12 and
24 hpt, respectively (Fig. 6E), and the luciferase activity in the
cells transfected with plasmids containing pCAGGS-L/PA-mut
was 3.3-fold and 16.2-fold lower than that in cells trans-
fected with plasmids containing pCAGGS-LN265PA at 12 and

24 hpt, respectively (Fig. 6I). These results demonstrate that the
four amino acids at positions 100, 321, 330, and 639 in PA
affect mRNA transcription but not vRNA replication in the
virus life cycle.

The substitutions N321K and I330V in the PA of GZ828
increase its vRNA-binding ability. The viral polymerases need to
bind to the 30 and 50 ends of the vRNA to initiate mRNA tran-
scription, and the binding ability affects the efficiency of mRNA
transcription (38–41). The four amino acids mentioned above
are in the vRNA-binding domains of PA (42, 43) (Fig. 6J). We
therefore investigated whether any of the four amino acids affect
the binding of PA to vRNA. To this end, we generated a 300-nt
model vRNA (Fig. 6K), containing the conserved 30 and 50 ends
and part of the NP gene of GZ828. The model vRNA was incu-
bated at 37 °C for 4 h with a similar amount of PA protein puri-
fied from pCAGGS-GZ828PA/V100I–, pCAGGS-GZ828PA/
N321K–, pCAGGS-GZ828PA/I330V–, pCAGGS-GZ828PA/
A639T–, pCAGGS-G/PA-mut–, pCAGGS-GZ828PA–, and

Fig. 5. Replication and respiratory droplet transmission of rLN265, rGZ828, and their PA mutants in ferrets. To evaluate virus replication, groups of two fer-
rets were inoculated i.n. with 106.0 EID50 of rLN265 (A), rLN265-PA/mut (B), rGZ828 (C), or rGZ828-PA/mut (D), and the indicated organs from each ferret
were collected on day 4 p.i. for virus titration in eggs. For the transmission study, groups of three ferrets were inoculated intranasally with 106.0 EID50 of
rLN265 (E), rLN265-PA/mut (F), rGZ828 (G), or rGZ828-PA/mut (H); 24 h later, three naïve ferrets were placed individually in an adjacent cage. Nasal washes
were collected from all ferrets at the indicated time points for virus detection. Seroconversion of the rLN265- (I), rLN265-PA/mut– (J), rGZ828- (K), and
rGZ828-PA/mut– (L) inoculated and exposed animals was confirmed by use of an HA inhibition test. a, P < 0.001 compared with the values of rGZ828 ([L]
compared with [K]). The body weight changes of rLN265- (M), rLN265-PA/mut– (N), rGZ828- (O), and rGZ828-PA/mut– (P) inoculated and exposed animals in
the transmission study (Color bar, [A–D] and [I–L], value from an individual animal). The dashed lines and the solid lines in (E–H) and (M–P) indicate the values
from the inoculated animals and the exposed animals, respectively. The horizontal dashed black lines indicate the lower limit of detection.
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Fig. 6. The mechanism by which key mutations in PA enhance the pathogenicity and transmission of EA H1N1 virus. (A) Schematic depiction of the minige-
nome assay. Luciferase gene bearing the conserved 50 and 30 end sequences of influenza virus RNA was inserted into pPolI plasmid, and the resultant plas-
mid, designated pPolI-vRNA, was used to evaluate the vRNA, cRNA, and mRNA levels in cells cotransfected with different vRNP plasmids. (B) The vRNA, (C)
cRNA, and (D) mRNA level of the luciferase gene, and (E) the relative luciferase activity of HEK293T cells–transfected pRL-TK; pPolI-vRNA; plasmids expressing
PB2, PB1, and NP of GZ828; and a plasmid expressing PA of GZ828 or G/PA-mut. (F) The vRNA, (G) cRNA, and (H) mRNA level of the luciferase gene, and (I)
the relative luciferase activity of HEK293T cells transfected with pRL-TK; pPolI-vRNA; plasmids expressing PB2, PB1, and NP of LN265; and a plasmid express-
ing PA of LN265 or L/PA-mut. The levels of vRNA, cRNA, and mRNA were quantified using qPCR and the luciferase activity was determined with a GloMax 96
microplate luminometer at the indicated time (hour) posttransfection (hpt). Data shown are means ± SD of three independent experiments, normalized to
the mRNA of GAPDH. a, P < 0.001 compared with the corresponding value of the wild-type GZ828PA group. b, P < 0.01. c, P < 0.001 compared with the cor-
responding value of the LN265PA group. P values were determined by using a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t test. (J) Schematic depiction of the different
domains of the PA protein. (K) A 300-nt model vRNA synthesized in vitro by the T7 promoter. (L) The vRNA bound by LN265PA, GZ828PA, and its different
mutants. The bound vRNAs were quantified using qRT-PCR. (M) The wild-type LN265PA, GZ828PA, and its mutated protein pulled down by vRNA. The density
of each band of pulled-down PA protein was scaled by using ImageJ software. Values in (L) and (M) are normalized to that of wild-type GZ828PA. (N) The
vRNA bound by GZ828PA, LN265PA, and its different mutants. The bound vRNAs were quantified using qRT-PCR. (O) The wild-type GZ828PA, LN265PA, and
its mutated protein pulled down by vRNA. The density of each band of pulled-down PA protein was scaled by using ImageJ software. Values in (N) and (O)
are normalized to that of wild-type LN265PA. The data shown are means ± SD of three experiments; the bars show the SDs. a, P < 0.05; b, P < 0.01;
c, P < 0.001 compared with the corresponding value of the GZ828PA group (L and M) or LN265PA group (N and O). d, P < 0.001 compared with the corre-
sponding value of the GZ828PA group (N and O). (P) The endonuclease activity of GZ828PA and GZ828PA-V100I. The model vRNA that was not cleaved in the
reaction was quantified using qRT-PCR. The data shown are means ± SD of three experiments. a, P < 0.001 compared with the value of the negative control
group. b, P < 0.01 compared with the value of the GZ828PA group. (Q) The endonuclease activity of LN265PA and LN265PA-I100V. a, P < 0.001 compared
with the value of the negative control group. b, P < 0.001 compared with the value of the LN265PA group. P values were determined by using a two-tailed
unpaired Student’s t test.
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pCAGG-LN265PA–transfected HEK293T cells. The vRNA
bound by these PA proteins was quantified using qRT-PCR as
described previously (40). We found that the amount of vRNA
bound by LN265PA, GZ828PA-N321K, GZ828PA-I330V,
and G/PA-mut was, respectively, 1.86-fold, 1.63-fold, 1.82-
fold, and 1.83-fold greater than that bound by the GZ828PA
protein, whereas the amount of vRNA bound by GZ828PA-
V100I and GZ828PA-A639T was comparable to that bound
by the GZ828PA protein (Fig. 6L). To verify these results, we
performed an RNA protein pull-down assay. We found that the
amount of LN265PA, GZ828PA-N321K, GZ828PA-I330V, and
G/PA-mut protein pulled down by vRNA was, respectively, 3.21-
fold, 3.08-fold, 2.85-fold, and 3.44-fold greater than the amount
of GZ828PA protein pulled down by vRNA (Fig. 6M). In con-
trast, the amount of GZ828PA-V100I and GZ828PA-A639T pro-
tein pulled down by the vRNA was comparable to the amount of
GZ828PA protein pulled down by vRNA (Fig. 6M). These results
indicate that the mutations N321K and I330V, but not V100I or
A639T, in the PA of GZ828 enhance its vRNA-binding ability.
To further investigate how these amino acids contribute to

the vRNA-binding ability of LN265PA, we performed similar
tests with the PA proteins expressed by plasmids pCAGGS-
LN265PA, pCAGGS-LN265PA/I100V, pCAGGS-LN265PA/
K321N, pCAGGS-LN265PA/V330I, pCAGGS-LN265PA/T639A,
pCAGGS-GZ828PA, or pCAGGS-L/PA-mut. We found that the
amount of vRNA bound by LN265PA-I100V and LN265PA-
T639A was comparable to that bound by the LN265PA protein,
whereas the amount of vRNA bound by LN265PA-K321N,
LN265PA-V330I, L/PA-mut, and GZ828PA was, respectively,
94.1%, 92.4%, 57.3%, and 58.4% of that bound by the
LN265PA protein (Fig. 6N). In the RNA protein pull-down assay,
we found that the amount of LN265PA-K321N, LN265PA-
V330I, L/PA-mut, and GZ828PA protein pulled down by
vRNA was, respectively, 80.2%, 73.9%, 42.4%, and 34.2% of
the LN265PA protein pulled down by vRNA, whereas there
was no significant difference between the amount of LN265PA-
I100V or LN265PA-T639A protein and the amount of LN265PA
protein pulled down by vRNA (Fig. 6O). These results indicate
that the residues at positions 321 and 330, but not 100 or 639, in
PA affect the vRNA-binding ability of these EA H1N1 viruses.
Of note, a single mutation of N321K or I330V could increase the
vRNA-binding ability of GZ828PA to the same level as that of
LN265PA, but a single mutation of K321N or V330I could not
decrease the vRNA-binding ability of LN265PA to the same level
as that of GZ828PA, suggesting that the effect on vRNA-binding
of amino acids 321K and 330V in PA may be compensatory.

The amino acid at position 100 in PA affects its endonuclease
activity. Viral mRNA transcription is initiated by a 50 capped
RNA primer, which is cleaved from host pre-mRNAs by viral
PA protein (38). The amino acid at position 100 is in the
endonuclease domain of PA (44) (Fig. 6J); therefore, we inves-
tigated whether the mutation V100I affects the endonuclease
activity of GZ828PA. The 300-nt model vRNA we described
earlier contains the conserved 30 and 50 ends and forms a pan-
handle structure that could be recognized and cleaved by the
endonuclease domain of PA (44). We therefore used it to mea-
sure the endonuclease activity of PA proteins that were purified
from pCAGGS-GZ828PA– or pCAGGS-GZ828PA/V100I–
transfected HEK293T cells. The model vRNA was incubated
with a similar amount of purified GZ828PA or GZ828PA/
V100I at 37 °C for 40 min, and the model vRNA that was not
cleaved in the reaction was quantified using qRT-PCR. We
found that 72.9% of the model vRNA was not cleaved after

incubation with GZ828PA, whereas 51.5% of the model
vRNA was intact after incubation with GZ828PA/V100I (Fig.
6P). We did a similar test with the LN265PA and LN265PA/
I100V proteins and found that only 8.6% of the model vRNA
was not cleaved after incubation with LN265PA, whereas
54.2% of the model vRNA was intact after incubation with
LN265PA/I100V (Fig. 6Q). These results indicate that the
mutation V100I in the PA of GZ828 enhances its endonucle-
ase cleavage activity and the mutation I100V in the PA of
LN265 reduces its endonuclease cleavage activity.

Discussion

The EA H1N1 swine influenza viruses have been widely detected
in pigs in many European and Asian countries and have caused
human infections in the Netherlands, Switzerland, Spain, Italy,
and China (21–31). The viruses circulating in pigs in China
have formed multiple genotypes through reassortment with other
swine influenza viruses, and some viruses have become highly
lethal in mammals. In this study, we compared two viruses from
the same genotype and found that these two viruses have differ-
ent pathotypes in mice: GZ828 is mild and LN265 is highly
lethal in mice. Using reverse genetics, we generated and inves-
tigated a series of single-gene reassortants and mutants and
identified four amino acids in PA that are responsible for the
pathogenicity difference between these two viruses in mice. We
further demonstrated that these four amino acids in PA collec-
tively contribute to the disease severity caused by LN265 and its
efficient respiratory droplet transmission in ferrets. Moreover, we
found that the amino acid mutation V100I in PA enhances its
endonuclease cleavage activity and that the mutations N321K
and I330V in PA enhance its vRNA-binding ability, thereby
revealing the underlying mechanism of the increased pathogenic-
ity and transmissibility of the LN265 virus.

In a previous study, we evaluated the transmission in ferrets
of 10 H1N1 swine influenza viruses that bear the HA of the
EA H1N1 lineage and found that four of them––three pure
EA H1N1 viruses and an EA H1N1 reassortant that derived its
six internal genes from the 2009/H1N1 virus––transmitted to
all three exposed ferrets (3). Of note, the earliest detection time
points of those four viruses in the exposed ferrets ranged from
3 d to 7 d p.e., and these viruses did not kill any mice at a dos-
age of 106.0 EID50 (3). In the present study, GZ828 and
LN265 killed all tested mice at a dosage of 106.0 EID50 and
103.0 EID50, respectively, and LN265 transmitted to all three
ferrets as early as 1 d p.e. These findings suggest that the EA
H1N1 reassortant LN265 is more lethal in mice and more
transmissible in ferrets than the earlier EA H1N1 viruses,
thereby posing an increased threat to public health.

The pathogenicity and transmissibility of the influenza virus
are influenced by a variety of factors that have not yet been
fully revealed. Many amino acid mutations in HA are impor-
tant for its binding to human-type receptors and thereby
increase the transmissibility of influenza viruses (19, 45, 46).
The amino acids 292V, 627K, and 701N in PB2 have been
shown to play important roles in the transmission of influenza
viruses (9, 47–49), and 627K and 701N in PB2 have also been
reported to increase the pathogenicity of different avian influ-
enza viruses in mice or ferrets (9, 33, 50). More than 78% of
the H7N9 viruses isolated from humans have the E627K muta-
tion in their PB2 (9), and Liang et al. found that the acquisition
of this mutation is driven by the low polymerase activity attrib-
uted to PA (34). In this study, we found that the EA H1N1
reassortant became highly lethal in mice and transmissible in
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ferrets by acquiring more mutations in PA rather than acquiring
the 627K mutation in PB2, suggesting that different influenza
viruses can acquire the same biological characteristics through dif-
ferent mechanisms. Of note, we analyzed 14,293 H1N1 viruses
that were reported between January 2009 and December 2020,
including 474 EA H1N1 reassortants, 12,995 2009/H1N1
viruses from humans, and 824 2009/H1N1 viruses from swine
(SI Appendix, Fig. S6). We found that these four mutations arose
and progressively accumulated in the PA gene of 2009/H1N1
viruses circulating in humans since 2011, and that human 2009/
H1N1 viruses carrying some or all of these mutations also trans-
mitted to swine and reassorted with the EA H1N1 viruses (SI
Appendix, Figs. S6–S8). How these mutations in PA affect the
replication, pathogenicity, and transmission of the EA H1N1
reassortant viruses in pigs remains to be evaluated, which will fur-
ther improve our understanding of the risks of the EA H1N1
reassortant viruses.
PA and PB1 enter the nucleus together, and the quality of

their cooperation affects the biological characteristics of the
virus (51). Zhang et al. 2013 (52) reported that H5N1 hybrid
viruses bearing the PA of the 2009/H1N1 virus and the PB1 of
the duck H5N1 virus had higher polymerase activity and were
more pathogenic than the parental duck H5N1 virus, whereas
hybrid viruses bearing the PB1 of 2009/H1N1 and the PA of
the duck H5N1 virus had lower polymerase activity and were
less pathogenic than the parental duck H5N1 virus. It is clear
from our assessment of the polymerase activity and pathogenic-
ity in mice of the different reassortants that the four amino
acid mutations in the PA of LN265 identified in this study do
not affect the cooperation between PA and PB1 but increase
the mRNA transcription of viral proteins by promoting the
vRNA-binding and endonuclease cleavage activity of PA. The
underlying mechanism involving the A639T mutation in PA
remains to be investigated. These results confirm that PA is a
multifunction protein that plays important roles in different
steps of the influenza virus life cycle.
In summary, we found that the EA H1N1 virus circulating

in swine exhibits increased pathogenicity and transmissibility in

mammals, and we further revealed that its accumulated muta-
tions in PA enhance mRNA transcription through different
mechanisms and contribute to the harmful properties of the EA
H1N1 virus. Our study provides important insights for moni-
toring field strains with pandemic potential.

Materials and Methods

All experiments with animals were carried out in strict accordance with the recom-
mendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the Ministry
of Science and Technology of the People’s Republic of China. The protocols were
approved by the Committee on the Ethics of Animal Experiments of the Harbin Vet-
erinary Research Institute (HVRI) of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences
(CAAS). Virus samples were processed in the enhanced biosafety level 2 facility in
the HVRI of the CAAS. Our staff wear gloves, N95 masks, and disposable coveralls
when working in the facility, and all waste is autoclaved before being removed
from the facility. All animal studies were approved by the review board of the HVRI
of the CAAS. The detailed methods for this study are provided in SI Appendix.

Data Availability. Sequence data have been deposited in “A Global Initiative
on Sharing Avian Flu Data” (GISAID, https://gisaid.org/) (EPI1987738—
EPI1987753) (53).
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